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A multiphase machine translation approach, Generate and Repair Machine Translation (GRMT), is proposed.
GRMT is designed to generate accurate translations that focus primarily on retaining the linguistic meaning of the
source language sentence. GRMT presently incorporates a limited multilingual translation capability. The central
idea behind the GRMT approach is to generate a translation candidate (TC) by quick and dirty machine translation
(QDMT), then investigate the accuracy of that TC by translation candidate evaluation (TCE), and, if necessary,
revise the translation in the repair and iterate (RI) phase. To demonstrate the GRMT approach, a translation system
that translates from English to Thai has been developed. This paper presents the design characteristics and some
experimental results of QDMT and also the initial design, some experiments, and proposed ideas behind TCE and RI.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Accurate machine translation (MT) and multilingual machine translation (MMT) systems
are increasingly in demand as transportation and trade between countries “shrink” our world
and make good communications between population groups speaking different languages
more important. However, existing MT systems are still far from ideal because of limitations
of MT approaches. The three classic approaches: Direct, Transfer, and Interlingual each has
its own disadvantages.

In the Direct approach, which is a word-to-word replacement strategy, the accuracy of
the translation is rather limited because it takes into account only morphological information.
The following examples illustrate this limitation.

Source Language Target Language

1. opendoor
(pÄ`Äd-open) (pratuu door)

2. openfire
(rÄ∧Äm-open) (jiη-fire)

3. openarms
(?âa-open) (khεˇεn- arm)

4. openeyes
(lyym-open) (taa-eye)
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5. turn onthe light
(pÄ`Äd-turn on) (faj´-light)

6. forgetto tell
(lyym-forget) (b∂`∂g´-tell))

Example 1, the word “open” is translated as “ - pÄ´Äd” in Thai because it means “not
shut.” However, the word “open” in example 2 is translated as “ rÄ∧Äm” since the phrase
“open fire” means “to start shooting.” Nevertheless, the translation of the word “- pÄ`Äd,”
example 5, into English is “turn on,” not “open.” The word “- lyym,” example 6, cannot be
translated as “open” either because it has a completely different meaning from the word “-
lyym” in example 4. The translation of the word “- lyym” in example 6 must be “forget.”

The meaning of a word or phrase depends, in part, on the context in which it is used. The
relation between the basic meaning of a word and its circumstances of usage is very complex.
This complexity is one reason why the mapping from one language to another is far from
direct.

The Transfer approach, more linguistically motivated, transfers the meaning and structure
of the source language (SL) to the target language (TL) via the internal representation of each
by “transfer rules.” The translation result is more accurate than the results produced by the
Direct approach but the results are generally inadequate because the accuracy depends mainly
on the transfer process. It is possible that the system may transfer unnecessary information that
may not be needed to generate the TL; meanwhile the system might lose some information that
is needed in the TL due to the different characteristics between languages and the complexity
of the transfer process. This problem can be seen clearly from the following sentences:

1. It does not matter if you are born in a duck yard.
2. Il n’importe pas si vous naissez dans un jardin du canard.
3. He/it doesn’t import if you are born in a garden of the duck.

Sentence 2 is the translation into French of sentence 1, and sentence 3 represents the translation
of sentence 2 back into English.1 Translation sentence 2 does not retain the meaning of the
original sentence 1 properly. It is incorrect both in the words selected and in grammar.
Translation sentence 3 is not the correct translation of sentence 2 either. Translation 3
should convey the same meaning as sentence 1 but it does not because of errors accumulated
during the two translation processes. The Transfer approach does not appear appropriate for
multilingual systems because it requires a set of transfer rules for each language pair.

The Interlingual (IL) approach generates the target language from the intermediate rep-
resentation, which is totally independent of language pairs. The interlingual idea is the most
attractive to the MMT system. However, to define neutral concepts for different languages
is rather a chimera. Many interlingual systems have been developed: for example, ATLAS
of Fujitsu (Uchida 1989), PIVOT of NEC (Muraki 1989), Rosetta of Phillips (Landsber-
gen 1987), KANT (Mitamura, Nyberg, and Carbonell 1991), and CICC interlingual (CICC
1995c). The CICC interlingual system was developed and implemented in the project “Re-
search and development cooperation project on a Machine Translation System for Japan and
its neighboring countries2 1987–1994” (CICC 1995d). This project sought to develop MMT
that could translate Japanese, Chinese, Malaysian, Indonesian, and Thai. Some limitations
and problems were encountered in developing the interlingual system for this project. For

1These translations were provided by a commercial MT system.
2China, Indonesia, Malaysia, and Thailand.
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example, interlingua theory assumes that sentences in different languages which carry the
same meaning must be represented by the same interlingua. However, in the CICC MMT
project, the interlingual representations of these sentences are different (CICC 1995b) for
several reasons (Cercone 1975; CICC 1995a; CICC 1995d; CICC 1995e; CICC 1995f):

• The scopes and concept classification of each language are different (e.g., the concept of
culture, the concept of the supernatural world, and the concept of unit).

• The linking of concepts between languages cannot be handled by the existing system.
• A single concept in one language can be mapped into many concepts in another language.
• More than one concept can be mapped into only one single concept in another language.
• Some concepts do not exist in some languages.

The following examples illustrate that some concepts do not exist in some languages. A
Thai salute of greeting or leave-taking is called “ .” It is performed by placing the hands
together at the chest or raising them toward the face. This kind of salute does not exist in most
cultures. Similarly, a part of one Thai national costume is a piece of cloth wrapped around
the chest and back. This piece of cloth is called “,” but such apparel does not exist in
other nations’ costumes.

It is obvious that differences in languages and cultures result in different circumstances
of language usage. Thus, it is very difficult to define a neutral concept. The interlingual
approach, then, is still an ideal despite being considered the best approach.

The nonlinguistic MT approaches such as statistical strategies (Brown et al. 1992) and
example-based MT (Jones 1996) and the hybrid approaches such as knowledge-based MT
(Goodman and Nirenburg 1991) are interesting, but have not yet proved deployable for
accurate large-scale MT and MMT systems.

In order to increase the accuracy of translation, avoid the difficulties in developing an
IL system, and promote MMT, Naruedomkul and Cercone (1997) proposed Generate and
Repair Machine Translation (GRMT). GRMT generates a translation candidate (TC) in the
target language and compares the meaning of the translation candidate with the meaning of
the corresponding source language. If there is no significant dissimilarity then that TC must
be an appropriate translation, otherwise the TC is repaired. The meaning of the repaired TC
is again compared with that of the source language. Comparison and repair processes are
repeated until an accurate translation is achieved.

2. GENERATE AND REPAIR MACHINE TRANSLATION

GRMT (Figure 1) is designed to serve two purposes: to generate an accurate translation
and to be amenable to multilingual translation. An accurate translation corresponds to a
translation that retains the linguistic meaning of the SL. To achieve an accurate translation,
GRMT performs the translation in three phases: The first phase, Quick and Dirty Machine
Translation, generates the translation candidate for the source language. The accuracy of
the generated TC is evaluated by analyzing both the TC and the SL in the second phase,
Translation Candidate Evaluation (TCE). TCE compares the semantic information of the TC
with that of the SL. If there is any dissimilarity, the TC is “repaired” in the third phase, Repair
and Iterate (RI). The repaired TC is again analyzed and compared until there is no appreciable
dissimilarity between the meaning of the SL and that of the TC. By performing TCE and RI
processes, GRMT ensures an accurate translation.

GRMT treats the source and target languages separately and is aware of differences
between languages. Therefore, if we group languages according to the various characteristics
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FIGURE 1. GRMT architecture.

FIGURE 2. QDMT architecture.

they have in common (some examples are given in Section 3.1), then we can perform the
translation between groups more simply by GRMT. For example: Group 1 consists of English,
French, and Spanish, Group 2 consists of Chinese, Japanese, and Thai. To perform the
translation between these two groups, the transfer approach requires six SL analyzers, six TL
generations, and 18 sets of transfer rules; GRMT requires six SL analyzers, six TL analyzers,
and two sets of constraint applications.

3. QUICK AND DIRTY MACHINE TRANSLATION

Quick and dirty machine translation generates a translation candidate by considering
the difference between language pairs in terms of syntax and semantics without performing
any sophisticated analysis. QDMT first considers target language words that correspond
to all possible meanings of each source language word. The most appropriate TL word is
selected by applying a semantic relationship between words and then the selected words are
rearranged according to the grammar of the TL. As is shown in Figure 2, QDMT comprises
three modules: word treatment, word selection, and word ordering.

Word treatment:There are two steps performed by this module: SL constraint application
and dictionary lookup. SL constraints (Naruedomkul and Cercone 1997) are applied when
characteristics of the SL differ from those of the TL (e.g., auxiliary verb, passive voice).
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These constraints are used to narrow the scope of possible TL words that correspond to each
SL word.

After applying the constraints, each word is used as a key word to search for the corre-
sponding word in the TL. If the key word used can be found in the bilingual dictionary, all
possible corresponding TL words are attached to that SL word. If the key word cannot be
found, inflectional analysis is performed before searching anew. Inflectional analysis pro-
vides information about tense, plurality, present participle, and comparison for such input
words. It also indicates the part of speech of the word—for example, verb for tense and
present participle, noun for plural, and adjective for comparison. This information is useful
in the word selection step.

Word selection:QDMT selects the most appropriate word for each input word by consid-
ering the semantic relationship between the close proximity words. Words in close proximity
are considered to have stronger connections. The semantic relationship indicates which word
can occur with which word. We have designed the semantic relationship (illustrated in Sec-
tion 3.3) by using the “A Kind of” (AKO) slot (Tantisawetrat and Sirinaovakul 1991) from
the CICC MMT project; AKO is a classification of words based on meaning. We augmented
their usage to include information used for word selection. Our detailed algorithm for word
selection is presented in Naruedomkul and Cercone (1997).

Word ordering: Two steps are performed by this module: word addition and word
ordering. The differences between languages is reconsidered at this point to complete the
target language. Some words that are necessary in the TL, not only to retain the meaning of
the source language but also to make them grammatically correct, are added into the string
before the ordering can be performed. For example, past tense is shown by verb inflection in
English, but in Chinese, Japanese, and Thai no inflection results from tense. Past tense can
be expressed by using a modifying verb (e.g., “le” in Chinese, “itta” in Japanese, and “lε´εw”
in Thai.3 )

The selected words are rearranged in a grammatical order according to the ordering rule
without performing any analysis. QDMT ordering rules are generated from a number of
TL examples consistent with the TL grammar. The ordering is considered based on the
subcategory information of words. The subcategory is a more narrowly defined function of
the word. The ordered string results in a translation candidate. The results of word ordering
are illustrated in Section 3.1.4.

3.1. Experimental Results

Our experimental results were generated by performing translation from English into
Thai. Therefore, in this section, English is regarded as the source language and Thai is
regarded as the target language. Examples of SL constraints, dictionaries, the semantic
relationship, and ordering rules that have been developed for QDMT are discussed in this and
subsequent sections.

SL Constraints. The SL constraint is required in the word treatment module. Some
characteristics of English that are different from Thai include:

1. Auxiliary Verb Constraint: Auxiliary verbs in English are needed in many cases, as in
front of an adjective or the negative “not,” but for the same expression they are not used

3Phonetic transcriptions of Chinese, Japanese and Thai, respectively.
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in Thai, as shown in the following examples:

be+ adjective → adjective
I am glad. →

(chân- I) (diicaj- glad)

do+ not → not
He does not eat.→

(khaw- he) (mâj - not) (kin- eat)

2. Present Continuous and Present Perfect (Continuous) Form Constraint: In English, the
inflection “ing” form of a verb is needed after an auxiliary verb to describe an action
that is going on at the moment of speaking. However, the Thai language does not have
this inflection; therefore, the word “ -kamlaη” is used to describe the same action
without changing the verb form. For example:

be+ V ing → + V
I am swimming. →

(chân-I) (kamlaη-ing) (‘wâaj náam’ -swim)
(Exception: interesting,. . . )

3. Passive Voice Constraint: Another constraint is the passive voice, which is used in English
but it is rarely used in Thai. Passive voice in Thai is used mainly when discussing an
unpleasant situation; otherwise it does not carry any meaning.

The book was taken by him.→
(naηsyˇy -book) (thùug -passive) (khaw -him)
(?aw -take) (paj - modifying)

(khaw -him) (?aw -take) (naηsyˇy -book)
(paj - modifying)

The word “ ” denotes the passive voice in Thai. The first of these two Thai sentences,
which is passive, is not generally used in Thai; the second Thai sentence carries the same
meaning but it is in active voice.

3.2. Dictionaries

Three dictionaries are needed in QDMT: the SL dictionary, the SL-TL dictionary, and the
TL dictionary. Entries in the SL and TL dictionaries can be single words and some inflected
and derived forms that cannot easily be handled by morphological rules. Compound words
are also included. Each entry in the SL dictionary contains a word form and the word category
information needed for the inflectional analysis step. Figure 3 shows examples of the three
dictionaries. The Thai dictionary entry contains the word form and word subcategory used
in the ordering step. The SL-TL dictionary contains the English entry and all corresponding
Thai words and AKO numbers of each Thai word; for example, the word “dream” in English
has three corresponding Thai words, which express differences in meaning and usage. All
Thai words that correspond to each English entry are ordered based on the frequency of usage
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FIGURE 3. Examples of dictionaries.

(in real life). The first meaning is selected once the constraint and AKO fail. However, all
dictionaries will be modified to some extent to serve the second and the third phases of the
GRMT.

The developed dictionaries are compiled from a Thai-English dictionary4 that was de-
veloped for the CICC MMT project, the On-line MT Dictionary (Thai/English beta test),5

the New Model English-Thai Dictionary (Sethaputra 1977), and the Thai-English Student’s
Dictionary (Hass 1964). Our compilation is based on words that are currently in use, since
some dictionary entries are archaic. Another feature of our compilation is that multiple entries
of common meaning have been simplified.

3.3. Semantic Relationship

A semantic relationship (illustrated in Figure 4) contains AKO numbers of words that
can occur in the same expression. The word with AKO number in the first argument can
occur with the word that has an AKO number shown in the second argument. For exam-
ple, in the phrase “five days” the word “day” can be translated as “ -klaaηwan” or
“ -wan” in Thai. The AKO values of these two words are different because they have

4This dictionary was provided by the Linguistics and Knowledge Science Laboratory, NECTEC, Bangkok, Thailand.
5This dictionary was provided by Virach Sornlertlamvanich, Tokyo Institute of Technology, Tokyo, Japan.
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FIGURE 4. Examples of a semantic relationship.

FIGURE 5. Examples of ordering rules.

different meanings: “ ” means “the time between sunrise and sunset,” with AKO
value 2-7-2-2; “ ” means “a period of 24 hours” with AKO value 2-7-2-2 and it also can be
used as a classifier in Thai with AKO value 2-10-1. The word “five” is translated to “-hâa”
with AKO value 2-9-5 and the semantic relationship shows that this word can occur with
the word that has AKO value 2-10-1 (line 2 of Figure 4). So the appropriate word “” is
selected as indicated by the AKO value of “five.”

3.4. Ordering Rules

QDMT rearranges the selected words in a grammatical order by considering subcategory
information of words. The subcategory is a more narrowly defined function of the word. For
example, the determiners are classified into nine subcategories: “ddan,” “ddac,” “diac,” etc.
(Tantisawetrat and Sirinaovakul 1991). The determiners(nı̂i-this), (nân-that), and
(nôon-those) are classified as “ddan.” The determiners(nı́i-this), (nán-that), and
(nóon-those) are classified as “ddac.” These determiners can be structured as follows:

1. “ncmn”+ “ddan”
2. “ncmn”+ {classifier} + “ddac”

where “ncmn” is a subcategory of noun; for example, (tó?-table), (naηsyˇy-book),
(lûugpèd-duckling).

In the first case there would not be a classifier6 present; see, for example, sentence 1
below. In the second case a classifier may be present but it is optional (Punmetha 1984); see,

6“Classifier” indicates the unit of a countable noun (see Section 4.1).
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TABLE 1. QDMT Steps Applied—Example 1.

Example 1. Algebraic symbols are used when you do not know what you are talking about.

TC:

CT:
(sanjalág-symbol) (thaaη phichakhan´ıd-algebraic) (th`uug-passive) (ch´aj-use) (myˆa-when) (khun-you)
(mâj-not) (rúu-know) (wâa-connective) (khun-you) (kamlaη-ing) (phûud-talk) (kiàw kàb-about) (araj-
what)

Input Constraint Dict. lookup and Word Selected
application inflec. analysis selection word

Algebraic Algebraic
symbols symbols

are passive

use use

when when , ,

,

you you
do do — — —

not not

know know

what what
you you
are ing
talking talk

about about , ,

for example, sentence 2 below. Both sentences 1 and 2 convey the meaning “This table is
bigger than that table.”

1.
(tó?-table) (nˆıi-this) (jàj-big) (kwàa- than) (t´o?-table) (n´an-that).

2.
(tó?-table) (tua-clas) (n´ıi-this) (jàj -big) (kwàa - than) (t´o?-table) (tua-clas) (n´an-that).

Figure 5 shows examples of ordering rules. The second argument of a rule is a list
of subcategories of words following any word that has the subcategory shown in the first
argument. For example, the translation into Thai of “long leg” is “ - khaˇa jaaw,”
which is literally transposed as “leg long.” The ordering of Thai is different from that of
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English because the ordering rule indicates that the subcatgory vatt7 of the word “ (jaaw-
long)” must follow the word “ (khaˇa-leg),” which has the subcategory “ncmn.”

3.5. Examples of QDMT

To illustrate the performance of QDMT, an initial version of the translation from English
to Thai has been developed and run under SICStus Prolog 2.1, on a SUN workstation (because
the existing Thai keyboard map works properly only on SUN workstations). The QDMT was
tested to generate the translation candidate for a number of sentences by using the developed
dictionary, which contains 152 English words and 348 Thai words. Some examples are
shown in Tables 1 through 4. The SL symbols are shown in the first column, the selected TL
words are shown in the last column. The second and the third columns show the results of
constraint application and dictionary lookup steps. The words that were selected by semantic
relationship are shown in the fourth column. The generated TC is presented and compared
with the correct translation (CT) of the SL in each example.

In Example 1, three constraints were applied: “are used” triggers the “passive voice”
constraint, “do not” triggers the “negative” constraint, and “are talking” triggers the “present
continuous” constraint. Each word in the second column is used as a key word to search for
the corresponding words in Thai. The word “symbols” is analyzed in terms of “plurality” be-
fore it can be found in a bilingual dictionary (Naruedomkul and Cercone 1997). All possible
meanings of each input word are shown in the third column. Some of the input words have
more than one meaning (“symbol,” “use,” “when,” “know,” “about”). The appropriate mean-
ing of “use,” “know,” and “about” can be selected by considering the semantic relationship
between words, and the choice for each of these is shown in the fourth column. However, the
appropriate words for “symbol” and “when” cannot be selected in the same manner because
all possible meanings of each word have the same AKO number. Therefore, the first meaning
that appears in the bilingual dictionary of each is selected. All selected words are shown
in the last column. Before performing the ordering step, the word “- wâa” is added to
combine clauses. The word “” is a translation of the word “that,” which is omitted in this
sentence; however, omitting it in the Thai the translation is grammatically incorrect.

In Examples 1 and 2, QDMT formed the correct translation for the input sentence without
performing any correction. In Examples 3 and 4, the word selection is correct but the ordering
of some words is not appropriate because the ordering is not yet complete.

In Example 2, the word “ ” is added as a classifier. In Thai, a classifier is needed
in front of the indefinite determiner “ .” Another classifier “ ” is added in Example 3.
Different nouns relate to different classifiers (see Section 4.1 below for details).

In generating the TC for Example 4, once all words are selected, the words “
(thı̂i. . .cà?)” must be added to clarify tense. These additions are necessary because the
preposition “before” shows that the “fishing” action would be taken after John took the worms.
The generated TC is grammatically correct. However, this sentence is not the way it is spoken
in Thai. The correct translation is ordered in the following way: “John took the wormsbefore
he went fishing.”

Table 5 shows some TCs that were generated by QDMT. The CTs are shown in italics.
Some TCs do not require any repair; some TCs do. Example 2 presented in Table 2, and
sentences 1 and 2 from Table 5 show that QDMT can select the appropriate Thai words for
the different meanings of the word “rent” in each sentence. In Example 2, “rent” means “to

7“vatt” is a subcategory of verb.
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TABLE 2. QDMT Steps Applied—Example 2.

Example 2. I rent a room from Mrs. Jones.

TC:

CT:
(chˇan-I) (chˇaw-rent) (h∂ˆη-room) (h∂ˆη-clas) (nyη-a) (ca`ag-from) (naaη-Mrs.) (jones -Jones)

Input Constraint Dict. lookup and Word Selected
application inflec. analysis selection word

I I

rent rent

a a

room room

from from
Mrs. Mrs.

Jones Jones

TABLE 3. QDMT Steps Applied—Example 3.

Example 3. The ugly duckling hides his head under his wing.

TC:

CT:
(lûugpèd-duckling) (khˆıirèe-ugly) (tua-classifier) (n´an-the) (s∂ˆ∂n-hide) (huˇa -head) (kh∂∂η khaw-his)
(tâaj-under) (p`ıig -wing) (kh∂∂η khaw-his)

Input Constraint Dict. lookup and Word Selected
application inflec. analysis selection word

The The

ugly ugly
duckling duckling

hides hide

his his
head head

under under
his his

wing wing

take and hold under and agreement to pay rent,” which corresponds to the word “-chˇaw”
in Thai. In sentence 1, Table 5, “rent” means “the amount of money paid or due for the use
of another’s property,” which is translated as “ -khâachˇaw;” in sentence 2 it means “a
tear in cloth” and is translated into Thai as “ -r∂∂ jkhàad.” However, in sentences 2,
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TABLE 4. QDMT Steps Applied—Example 4.

Example 4. Before he went fishing John took the worms.

TC:

CT:
(c∂∂n-John) (?aw-take) (sˆajdyan-worm) (k∂`∂n-before) (thˆıi-modifying) (khaw-he) (c`a?-modifying) (paj-
go) (tògplaa-fishing)

Input Constraint Dict. lookup and Word Selected
application inflec. analysis selection word

Before Before
he he
went went
fishing fishing

John John

took took

the the

worms worm

4, and 5 of Table 5, some words are not put in the right place by QDMT because we have not
yet designed a complete set of ordering rules.

4. TRANSLATION CANDIDATE EVALUATION

The generated TC, which is an output of the previous step, QDMT, is analyzed to deter-
mine whether the TC retains the meaning of the SL. Our initial idea for TCE is to perform the
evaluation by analyzing both the TC and the SL in terms of syntax and semantics in parallel
(Figure 6), then compare the semantic results only (there are syntactic level differences be-
tween languages). If the semantic results are the same, that TC is an acceptable translation.
If not, any part of the TC that causes its semantics to differ from that of SL is repaired in the
next phase, RI.

The meaning of any phrase can be represented by the following features: semantic mode,
situation index, and restriction (Sag and Wasow 1997). The semantic mode can be classified
as follows: as proposition for the noninverted sentence, as question for the inverted sentence,
as directive for the imperative phrase, and as reference for the noun phrase. A situation
index is an index that corresponds to the situation referenced. Restriction specifies a list of
conditions that the situation must satisfy, such as relation, instance, possessor, possessed.

Figure 7 illustrates the expected semantic representation of the source language of Ex-
ample 5. Since the corresponding generated target candidate is an appropriate translation,
we therefore expect the same representation. This semantic representation means the SL
represents a proposition in which a situations1 satisfies the conditions that j is a car, j belongs
to a female i, and i likes j.

Figure 8 illustrates the semantic representation of the source language and target language
of Example 6. This semantic representation means the SL (or the TL) depicts a proposition
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TABLE 5. Some Translation Candidates Generated by QDMT.

1. They will pay more rent.

(phûagkhaˇw-they) (c`a?-will) (càaj-pay) (khâachâw-rent) (ph∂ˆ∂m-more)

2. There are several rents in these trousers.

(mii-there are) (r∂∂ j khàad-rent) (laˇaj-several) (r∂∂ j-clas) (naj-in) (kaaη keeη-trousers)
(nı́i-these) (tua-clas)

3. The beautiful Egyptian talked about her dream.

(khon ?ii´jı̀b-Egyptian) (khon -clas) (suˇaj-beautiful) (n´an-the) (phˆuud-talk)
(kiàw kàb-about) (khwaam faˇn-dream) (kh∂∂η thÄÄ-her)

4. Mrs. Jones gives the duckling happiness.

(naaη-Mrs.)(jone-Jone)(h´aj-give)(kab-prep)(lˆuugpèd-duckling)(nán-the)(tua-
clas)(khwaams`ug-happiness)

5. Here the stork marched about on his long red legs.

(thı̂inı̂i-here) (nógkrasaˇa-stork) (n´an-the) (d∂∂nth∂∂η-march) (r∂ˆ∂b r∂ˆ∂b-about)
(thı̂i-on) (khaˇa-leg) (jaaw-long) (kh∂ˇ∂khaˇw-his) (siˇidεεη-red)

6. Kim gave Sandy a book.

(kim-kim) (háj-give) (naηsyˇy-book) (kab-prep) (sandy-sandy)

in which a situations1 satisfies the conditions that k is a wing, j is a head, j is hidden under
k, k and j belong to a male duckling i, and i is ugly.

We modify the semantic features based on our HPSG grammar formalism, intending to
make them suitable to represent the meaning of any phrase in any language.

4.1. HPSG augmentation for English and Thai grammars

We have developed an HPSG analyzer for English based on six schemas: the subject-
head schema, the head-complement schema, the specifier-head schema, the head-subject-
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FIGURE 6. TCE architecture.

Example 5. She likes her car.

TC:
(thÄÄ -she) (ch∂ˆ∂b-like) (ródjon-car) (kh∂∂η thÄÄ -her)

FIGURE 7. Semantic representation of SL and TL—Example 5.

Example 6. The ugly duckling hides his head under his wing.

TC:
(lûugpèd-duckling) (khˆıirèe-ugly) (nán-the) (s∂ˆ∂n´-hide) (huˇa´ -head) (kh∂∂η´ khaw-his) (tâaj´-
under) (p`ıig´ -wing) (kh∂∂η´ khaw-his)

FIGURE 8. Semantic representation of SL and TL—Example 6.
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complement schema, the adjunct-head schema, and the filler-head schema, which were pro-
vided by Matheson (1996).

The typical sentence structure of English and Thai is basically the same, with subject,
verb, and object in that order; for example:

(1) (2) (3) (1) He (2) released a (3) fish.
(khaˇw-he) (pl∂`j-release) (plaa-fish)

There are syntactic level differences between English and Thai; for example, in Thai the
head usually comes before the attribute, as in the following example:

(1) (2) The (2) red (1) book.
(naηsyˇy-book) (siˇidεεη-red)

Therefore, the head-adjunct schema was introduced to handle this structure.
Another feature of Thai that is different from English is the “classifier.” The classifier

indicates the unit of a countable noun. The classifier plays an important role in noun con-
structions that express a quantity or modify a noun. From our studies, the classifier can
be categorized into six groups: type classifier, group classifier, feature classifier, measure-
ment classifier, state classifier, and frequency classifier. There are more than 3,000 different
classifiers in Thai. For example:

two fish
(plaa-fish) (s∂ˇ∂η-two) (tua-clas)

two books
(naηsyˇy-book) (s∂ˇ∂η-two) (lêm-clas)

a group of fish
(plaa-fish)

a number of books.
(naηsyˇy-book)

The structure of a classifier can be:

1. noun+ number or quantifier+ classifier; for example,

two books
(naηsyˇy-book) (s∂ˇ∂η-two) (lêm-clas)

every book.
(naηsyˇy-book) (thúg-every) (lêm-clas)

2. noun+ (classifier)+ adjective or specifier:

red book.
(naηsyˇy-book) (lêm-clas) (siˇidεεη-red)

that book
(naηsyˇy-book) (lêm-clas) (n´an-that)

To handle these structures, the head-numVquant-clas schema and the head-clas-adjVdet
schema were introduced.

Also the structure of the lexicon was designed in order to serve these schemas. Each
noun requires an appropriate classifier; an inappropriate classifier may not convey the meaning
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FIGURE 9. The lexical “ (lûugpèd-duckling).”

FIGURE 10. The lexical “ (tua-classifier).”

that the speaker intends to or may not convey any meaning. To select the proper classifier
for a noun, the AKO number is used. Nouns that have the same AKO number relate to
the same classifier; for example, “animal,” which has the AKO number 1-1-2, requires
the classifier “ -tua.” “Person,” with the AKO number 1-1-1-1, requires the classifier
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TABLE 6. Subgroup of “Vehicle.”

AKO number Examples Classifier

1-2-5-1-1 (ródjon-automobile) (ródmáa-horse carriage)
(ródlâag-rickshaw)

1-2-5-1-2 (ryabaj-sailboat)
(ryahaˇaηjaaw-“long-tailed boat”)

1-2-5-1-3 (ródfaj-train)

“ -khon.” Moreover, one classifier may fit into more than one set of AKO numbers; for
example, the classifier “ -tua” is compatible with “animal” (1-1-2-1-2-1) and also with
“microorganism” (1-1-5). Therefore, to restrict the relationship between nouns and their
classifiers, the features “AKO,” “clasAKO,” and “prev” are introduced as shown in Figures 9
and 10. The feature “AKO” contains the AKO number of the object “lˆuugpèd-duckling”;
Figure 9 shows the structure of the lexical entry for “lˆuugpèd-duckling” which has AKO
number 112112. In Figure 10, the lexical entry “tua,” a classifier, is compatible with the set
of nouns that have an AKO number specified by the feature “clasAKO.” Also in Figure 10,
“prev” is a list of words that can come before the object “tua.”

Because we have adopted the AKO approach developed in the CICC MMT project
(Tantisawetrat and Sirinaovakul 1991), we require some additional analysis to modify this
approach to account for a more comprehensive classifier analysis and treatment. For example,
if we classify “vehicle” into three subgroups by mode of transportation as shown in Table 6,
then the classifiers “ -khan,” “ -lam,” and “ khabuan” are compatible with each
subgroup 1-2-5-1-1, 1-2-5-1-2, and 1-2-5-1-3, respectively.

4.2. Examples of TCE

To demonstrate the idea of TCE, the initial version of the Thai HPSG grammar has been
implemented on the Attribute Logic Engine (ALE) (Carpenter and Penn 1994). The Thai
analyzer has been run in parallel with the English HPSG analyzer. Figure 11 shows the results
of analyzing the TC ( 3 ) and SL (Three books) of Example 7. If a different TC
is generated for Example 7, for example, if QDMT selects the classifier “(tua-clas)” for
“ (naηsyˇy-book),” resulting in the following TC:

(naηsyˇy-book) (saˇam-three) (tua-clas),

then Figure 12 shows that QDMT’s choice is unacceptable because the classifier “(tua-
clas)” is not compatible and the TC fails to parse correctly.

Figure 13 shows the results of analyzing the translation pair (SL and TC) of Example
8. The semantic information of both parses (in the dashed boxes) shows that the “giver”
is a masculine—(Kim), the “given” is a feminine—(Sandy), and the “gift” is classified as
a neutral object—(book). However, this semantic representation does not provide a fine-
grained representation of the meaning of the expression; for example, in the dashed box of
part (a) the feature “gift” could be satisfied by a variety of nouns, etc. We would like to restrict
the range of nouns that this feature describes. As a result, further explorations are underway
to determine the best alternative for a more informative and more precise representation.
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Example 7. Three books.

TC: 3
(naηsyˇy-book) (saˇam-three) (lˆem-clas)

CT: 3

FIGURE 11. Results of analyzing (a) “ ” and (b) “Three books.”

FIGURE 12. Result of analyzing “ 3 .”
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Example 8. Kim gave Sandy a book.

TC:
(kim-kim) (háj-give) (naηsyˇy-book) (kab-prep) (sandy-sandy)

CT:

FIGURE 13. Result of analyzing (a) “ ” and (b) “Kim gave Sandy a book.”

5. REPAIR AND ITERATE

There are two possible reasons why the generated TC may not retain the meaning of
the SL. QDMT may select an inappropriate word for the input word (e.g., see Table 5,
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sentence 5). Selected words could be misordered by QDMT (see Table 5, sentences 2 and
4). By analyzing the semantic results in the TCE phase, we identify the incorrect parts; for
example, if a different TC is generated for Example 8 as follows:

(sandy-sandy) (h´aj-give) (naηsyˇy-book) (kab-prep) (kim-kim)

then the result of analyzing (Figure 14) shows that the “giver” is “feminine” and the “given”
is “masculine.” RI compares the semantic information (in the dashed box) of the analyzed TC
(Figure 14) with that of the analyzed SL (Figure 13(b)). The result of comparison identifies
that the “giver” and the “given” of the generated TC are misordered. In this case, RI repairs
the TC by switching the “giver” and the “given,” resulting in the following TC:

TCE analyzes this repaired TC and compares the result of analyzing with the parsed SL
(Figure13(b)) again. This time there is no difference between the semantic information of

the two parsings, Figures 13(a) and 13(b). So the repaired TC “ ”
is acceptable as the translation of “Kim gave Sandy a book.”

The Repair and Iterate phase is in its initial design stages at this point. Our prototype
results with QDMT and TCE lead us to believe that we can continue to improve and refine
these phases. We also believe, in the spirit of QDMT and TCE, that simple strategies may
be all that are required in the RI phase. RI is a generally well-accepted strategy in many
computational paradigms. For the GRMT philosophy, articulation of compositional strategies
holds promise.

6. QDMT AND A COMMERCIAL MT SYSTEM VISIT A FEW SENTENCES

It is not our intention to compare QDMT to a commercial MT system. Rather, we illustrate
how QDMT, with a simple application of constraints and principles, can obtain impressive
results, obtaining TCs for subsequent processing. We have designed the application of
constraints and the use of semantic principles to keep within the spirit of modern unification-
based approaches to language analysis (e.g., HPSG, GPSG), using appropriate information
when needed and subscribing to the general principle of compositionality of meaning.

In Table 7, each sentence is shown in five iterations: the original sentence in English, the
translation in French of the original sentence as provided by a commercial MT system, the
correct translation in French, the Thai translation candidate that was generated by QDMT,
and the correct translation in Thai.

With the exception of the first sentence in Table 9 each generated French translation is
incorrect in both word selection and grammar, and each generated TC is close to or the same
as the correct translation.

7. CONCLUDING REMARKS

Generate and Repair Machine Translation is composed of three phases: quick and dirty
machine translation, translation candidate evaluation, and repair and iterate. QDMT generates
the translation candidate in a simple, straightforward manner, similar to the Direct approach,
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FIGURE 14. Result of analyzing “ .”

but more efficiently since QDMT accounts for differences between language pairs in terms
of both syntax and semantics and this analysis ensures that the generated TC is exact or close
to the correct translation.

The TCE analyses the translation candidate to determine if it conveys the meaning of the
original sentence. If the TC does not, RI will repair it. These two stages, TCE and RI, ensure
accuracy of the translation. They also ensure accuracy of translations from the TL to the SL.
TCE and RI processes solve the problem of losing information during the transfer process of
the Transfer approach, as was mentioned in Section 1.

GRMT treats the SL and TL separately, as is also the case of the Interlingual approach.
GRMT is also aware of the differences between languages. Therefore, if languages can
be grouped according to the various characteristics they have in common—for example,
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TABLE 7. Commercial MT System Contrasted with QDMT.

1. The wheat was yellow.

Le blé était jaune.
Le bĺe était jaune.

2. When I was an ugly duckling he thought I never dreamed I could be so happy.

Quandètais un caneton laid, il pensait, je n’ai jamais rˆevé que je pourrais ˆetre si heureux.
Jamais je n’ aurais r̂ev́e , lorsque j’étais un rilain petit canard, que je pourraiŝetre si
heureux, pensa-t-il.

3. You can take a fish to school but you cannot make them think.

Vous pouvez prendre un poisson pour scolariser, mais vous ne pouvez pas les faire penser.
Vous pouvez emmener un poissoná l’ école cependent il est impossible gue vous l’obligez
de penser.

4. Five days before the trout are released.

Cinq jours avant la truite sont publiis.
Cinq jours avantque la truite son relâch́ee.

auxiliary verb, continuous tenses, passive voice—then the translation between groups can be
performed more simply by GRMT.

QDMT has been implemented to generate TCs into Thai for English. Our initial exper-
iments show that QDMT can generate the most appropriate TC for input sentences quickly
and with relative accuracy. In many cases the translation is accurate without the need for
subsequent processing. QDMT performs unsophisticated analyses efficiently. It is expected
that the latter phases may be carried out in a similar manner.

Another aspect of concern in designing a machine translation system is the structure of the
knowledge base—for example, the constraints, the AKO information in the dictionary. The
structure of each knowledge base component should be direct, intuitive, and easy to extend
for a large-scale MT system. In generating a reliable TC, QDMT requires simple information
as illustrated throughout Section 3. This simplicity ensures that knowledge bases required
in the QDMT phase are easy to manage in a large-scale MT effort. The dictionary used in
earlier reported experiments of QDMT (Naruedomkul and Cercone 1997) was doubled in size
to 378 English words and 570 Thai words. The “semantic relationship” and the “ordering
rule” were also updated to serve the new dictionary. There has been no appreciable increase
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in processing time or storage structures when running QDMT on this larger dictionary. The
information that is needed in the TCE and the RI phases has yet to be finalized; however, we
are aware of the scalability problem in designing knowledge bases for these phases.
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